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APPLICATION OF MULTIVARIABLE SEARCH TECHNIQUES
TO THE DESIGN OF LOW SONIC BOOM OVERPRESSURE
BODY SHAPES
By D. S. Hague and R. T. Jones
SUMMARY
The Whitham-Lighthill method for describing the flow
about a supersonic body of revolution is outlined and a
computational method for locating shocks within the field
is described. An outline of multivariable search procedures
is presented in some detail.
The method in which a series of body shaping problems
are reduced to the multivariable optimization form is
described. Several alternate multivariable optimization
formats are employed including single and multiple-arc for-
mulations. Each formulation is exercised, and a series of
low boom shapes are defined. Several of the multiple-arc
solutions arrive at sonic boom overpressure values well below
previously reported single-arc variational solutions. The
practicality of these lower boom shapes is discussed; it is
recommended that some of the more promising low boom shapes
be tested with the objective of confirming their predicted
characteristics.
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ANALYSIS
Mach Line Curvature
Sonic boom overpressure calculations for axisymmetric
bodies or for equivalent bok:ios which incorporate the body
lift distribution may be performed by the method of Whitham,
reference 1, in conjunction with either.the Lighthill aero-
dynamic technique, reference 2, or small perturbation theory,
reference 3. Whitham's theory is based on the assumption
that small perturbation theory provides a good first approx-
imation throughout the flow provided that the value predicted
for any physical quantity at a given distance from the axis
on the straight downstream Mach line emanating from an element
of body surface is taken as the value at that distance from
the axis on the actual curved Mach, line emanating from the
body surface element.
that On the straight Mach line it is readily seen, figure 1,
Y=x - Sr	 (1)
On the curved Mach line, figure 1 1
 Whitham's theory predicts
that
y = x - or + k (M) • F (y) • rh	 (2)
where k is a function of Mach number
k = ( 1+'Y)M4	 (3)
2
This function, reference 2, is reproduced for convenience in
figure 2. F(y) is a function of body shape given by
f' (t)dtYF (y) _	 (y t)	 (4)
0
For smooth pointed bodies at zero lift
f (t) in S I (t) /2n	 (5)
where S(t) is the cross sectional area of the body. If the
body carries a local axial distribution of lift per unit
length of R (t) , then
	
^R (t)f (t) _	 S' (t) + -	 (6)
For bodies having sloe discontinuities in area, AS' (t) , an
additional term, AF. must be added to F(y), equation (4),
at each point of discontinuity, i. Thus for this class of
bodies
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f' (t)dt
	 2	
N	
h ( z) AS' (t • IF (yl	 (y-t) +V)	 71 Ri	 (7)
0	 L=1
Here Ri is the body radius at the slope discontinuity occurring
at x = ti; 0 S'(ti) is the slope discontinuity; Ni is the
number of slope r"iscontinuities up to and including the ith,
and h ( z) is the Lighthill function of reference 2, reproduced
for convenience in figure 3. The argument z is given by
^Ri
It can be seen from equa-dons (2) and (3) that a Mach line ema-
nating from an element of body surface where F(y) is positive
will advance ahead of the straig^t Mach line of equation (1)
in proportion to both F (y) and 0. Conversely, a Mach line
emanating from a- body surface element in a region where F(y)
is negative will lag behind the straight Mach line in proportion
to both the magnitude of F(y) and rh. The F(y) or F functions
corresponding to three bodies are presented in figure 4.
Pres sure Calculation and Shock Formation
The Whitham theory predicts that the pressure perturbation
at any point in a uniform field surrounding a body is directly
proportional to F(y) and inversely proportional to the half-
power of distance from the body
AID 
=
"YM2F (
p	 2 W	 (9)
It follows from the discussion in the preceding section that
positive pressure perturbations will advance ahead of the straight
Mach lines, and negative perturbations will lag the straight
Mach lines. in either case the advance or lag is directly
proportional to pressure magnitude at the originating surface.
It follows that strong positive pressure perturbations will
advance upon an4 ultimately overtake weaker positive or nega-
tive pressure perturbations and that strong negative pressure
perturbations will lag'and ultimately fall behind weaker neg-
ative or positive pressure perturbations. This behavior is
illustrated in figure 5 where the pressure perturbations
generated by a parabolic body of revolution,as predicted by
equation (9), at three distances from the body are presented.
It can be seen that the pressures predicted are multi-valued.
Whitham, reference 1 1 reduces the multi-valued pressure signa-
ture to a single valued signature by introducing'
shocks into the flow field. The shock position can be deter-
mined by the Whitham area balancing technique, references 1
and 2.
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The area balancing technique of Whitham predicts that a
shock will occur at points in the signature where a vertical
line will eliminate equal amounts of positive and negative
area. For example, in the case of bow shock, figure 6, the
vertical line CE defines the shock location for
S (O:AC) Q -S (D:EC)
	 (10)
and	 S (AC:BD)
	 -S (BD:AC) Q
	 (11)
D	 P, "^' (Y)
E
Figure 6.—Formation of Bow Shock
,1
Here S(AC:BD) indicates that the area ACDB of the pressure
signature generated as y passes from y = A to y = B, etc.
Similarly, in figure 7 the rear shock is defined by
Figure 7.--Formation of Rear Whock N
c
the line segment DEC for
S (E:DF) _ -S (G:HF) (12)
S (OB:AF) _ -S (AF: OE)
	 (13)
S (C:BG) _ -S (BG:C)
	 (14)
In general, a shock lies at a point A where
fBA	 fA0F(y)dy = 
	
F(y)dy
	 (15)
where the integrals are the total integral a
	 performs both
the left and right sweep(s) in the intetval OB. The process
of shock insertion defined by equation (15) must be continued
until a single valued signature other than at shock locations
has been created.
A systematic method for determining shock location lies
in the definition of the upper bound or "hull" of the integral
of F (y) . Defining
	
Y
	I(Y)	 F (t)dt
	 (16)
shocks will occur at all multi-valued points on the upper
boundary of this function; for any such point A, figure 8,
formed by the intersection of two distinct arcs of the function
1(y)  defines a point at which
M
fAOBA F (y) dy = 0
	 (17)
Multivariable Search
The general non-linear multivariable optimization problem
is concerned with the maximization or minimization of a pay-
off or performance function of the form
	
0 _ O(ai ),	 i = 1,2,. . of N	 (18)
Subject to an array of constraints
	C  = Cj (ai ) = 0, j = 1,2,.
	 ., P	 (19)
The ai are the independent variables whose values are to be
determined so as to maximize or minimize equation (18) subject
to the constraints of equation (19). They may be looked upon
as the components of a control vector, a, in a space RN
 of
dimension N. Since maximization of a function is equivalent
to minimization with a change of sign, it suffices, to discuss
the case in which the performance function is to be minimized.
Multivariable optimization problems involving inequality
constraints may also be encountered. If the constraints are
applied directly to the independent variables
0
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 S alj	(20)
CRnstraints of this type define a region of the control space
R within which the solution must lie. Inequality constraints
on functions of the independent variables similarly restrict
the region in which the optimal solution is to be obtained.
In this case
Ek ( a i ) s Ek (a i ) < Ek ( ai )	 (21)
Inequality constraints can be used to restrict the search
region directly, or, alternatively, they may be applied in an
indirect fashion by a transformation to equality constraints.
Several transformations may be used for this purpose. For
example, let an equality constraint, C k , be defined by the
transformation
(ELk - Ek ) 2 , Ek < E 
C  = 0	 , Ek S Ek < Ek
(Ek - Ek ) 2 , Ek < Ek	 (22)
Constraining C to zero will result in the constraint, equation(21) , being saLsfied.
Problems involving equality constraints can be treated
as unconstrained problems by replacing the actual performance
function, equation (18), by an augmented performance function
¢* by writing
+	 Uj	
c  
2	 23)
7=
It can be shown that provided the positive weighting constants
Uj are sufficiently large in magnitude, minimization of
equation (18) subject to the constraints, equation (19), is
equivalent to minimization of the unconstrained penalized
performance function defined by equation (23). This approach
permits search techniques for finding unconstrained minima to
be applied in the solution of constrained minima problems at
the cost of some increased complexity in the behavior of the
performance function.
Alternatives to this approach are available, notably
Bryson's approach to the steepest -descent search, reference 4.
This method has been exploited in connection with the numeri-
cal solution of variational problems encountered in the opti-
mization of aerospace vehicle flight paths, .references 5, 6,
and 7.
,^.
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Numerical Solution of Non-Linear Multivariable
Optimization Problems
A wide variety of search algorithms have been devised
for the solution of multivariable optimization problems,
many of which are restricted to the solution of linear or
quadratic problems. Algorithms of this type will not be
discussed further, for engineering problems in general tend
to lead to non-linear formulation with the possibility of
discontinuities in both tho performance-function and its
derivative. Most of the searches which prove effective in
these problems are based on the reduction of the direct
search through the N dimensional control space to a succession
of steadily improving one-dimensional searches. The direction
of each of the one-dimensional searches is specified by a
particular search algorithm, for example, the steepest-descent
method. Distance traversed through the control space in the
selected direction is determined by a step-size, or pertur-
bation parameter, DP. The object of the one-dimensional
search is to determine the value of DP which minimizes the
performance function along the chosen ray and to establish
the corresponding control vect ,:.
In practice, the diverse nature of non-linear multivari-
able optimization problems leads to the conclusion that no
one search algorithm can be uniquely described as being the
"best" in all the situations which may be encountered. Rather,
a combination of searches some of which may be of a quite
elementary nature is best calculated to provide reliable and
reasonably economical convergence to the optimal solution.
One-dimensional searchultivariable search problems
are reduced to one-dimensional problems whenever a search
algorithm is used to establish a one-to-one correspondence
between the control vector and a single scalar perturbation
parameter, (DP). In such a situation
a  = a  (DP) , i = 1 # 2 . . as N	 (24)
so that equation (18) becomes
0 = $ (ai) = 0 (DP)	 (25)
Similarly, the right hand sides of equations (19) and (23)
become functions of the scalar perturbation parameter.
The relationship, equation (24), specifies a ray through
the control space. The objective of the one-dimensional
search along this ray is to locate the value of DP which pro-
vides the minimum performance function value.
12
Numerical search for the one-dimensional minima can be
carried out in a local fashion, by steepest-descent search,
for example, or by a global search of the ray throughout the
feasible region. The localized approach is appropriate to
the terminal convergence phase in a problem solution when
some knowledge of the extremal's position has been accumulated
by the preceding portion of the search. The global search
can be used to advantage in the opening moves of a search.
in the early phase of a search the object is to isolate the
location of the minimum performance function value as rapidly
as possible, often with little or no foreknowledge of the
performance function behavior. One measure of the effective-
ness of a search algorithm in such a situation is the number
of evaluations requirer"t to locate the minimum point to some
prespecified accuracy. It can be shown that the most effective
method of locating the minimum point of a unimodal function
is a Fibonacci search, reference 8. In this method the
accuracy to which the minimum is to be located along the per-
turbation parameter axis must be selected prior to the
commencement of the search. Since the accuracy required is
highly dependent on the behavior of the performance function,
this quantity is difficult to prespecify. Prespecification
of the accuracy to which the extremal';s position is to be
located can be avoided for little loss in search efficiency
by use of an alternative search based on the so-called golden
section, reference 8.
Search by the golden section commences with the evaluation
of the performance function at each end of the search interval
and at G = 2/(l + V5) of the interval from both of these
bounding points. This is illustrated in Figure 9.
The boundary point furthest from the lowest resulting
performance function value is discarded. The three remaining
points are retained,and the search continues in a region which
is diminished in size by G. The internal point at which the
performance function is known in the reduced interval will be
at a distance G of the reduced interval from the remaining
bounding point of the original interval for (1-G) = G Z . The
search can, therefore, be continued in the reduced interval
with a single additional evaluation of the performance function.
It follows after 0 evaluations of the performance function
the position of the extremal point will be known to within R
of the original search region where
R=G (0-3)
	
(26)
To reduce the interval of uncertainty to .00001 of the
original search interval, about 27 evaluations of the perfor-
mance function are required. For a reasonable number of
evaluations of the performance function this type of search
is almost as efficient as a Fibonacci search.
13
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It should be noted that search by the golden section
proceeds under the assumption of unimodality; hence, it
will o4ten fail to detect the presence of more than one
minimum when the performance function is multimodal. if more
than one minimum does exist, the one located depends on per-
formance function behavior within the original search interval.
Multi2le Fxtremals.— The one- dimensional section search
doscribed"above is uanabla to distinguish ono local extremal
from another; it wil y
 marely find one local extremal. This
difficulty can be largely eliminated by the addition of some
logic to the search, at least for moderately well behaved
performance functions; that is, for functions having a lim-
ited number of extremals in the control space region of
interest. An effective method for detecting multiple extremals
is to combine the one-dimensional search with a random one-
dimensional search on the same ray through the control space.
This is illustrated in figures 10 and 11. In figure 10 the
response contours of a performance function having two mini-
ma are illustrated together with some of the initial points
at which a global one-dimensional search by the method of
the preceding 6ection would use for performance function
evaluation. The behavior of the function at these points
is shown in figure 11. The left hand minimum is not apparent
from these points. If a jingle random point is added in the
interval Lo, the probability of this point revealing the
presence of the second minimum is
Pi = Ll/Lo	(27)
for any point in the interval AB indicates the presence of a
local minimum somewhere in the interval A8, and any point
in the interval BC indicates the presence of a local maximum
somewhere in the interval SC. In this latter case, there
must be a minimum of the function both to the left and to
the right of the newly introduced point.
if R random uniformly distributed points are added in the
interval L., the probability of locating the presence of the
second minimum becomes
P  = 1.0 - (1.0 - Ll/Lo )R	(28)
The function (L /Lo ) is a measure of the performancefunction behavior. for °a given value of this behavior function
the number of random points which must be added to the one-
dimensional search to provide a given probability of locating
a second minimum can be determined.
The presence of multiple minima on a one-dimensional
cut through an N-dimensional space does not necessarily
indicate that the performance function possesses more than
one minimum in a multi-dimensional sense. It may be that the
performance function is merely non-convex. This is illus-
trated by figure 12. The pei.•formauce function behavior on
the one-dimensional search in figures 10 and 12 is identical.
In figure . 10 this indicates the presence of two local extre-
mals; in figure 12 1
 a non-convex performance function.
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When a one-dimensional search detects the presence of
multiple extremals in the local sense above, a decision must
be made as to which of the apparent extremals is to be
pursued during the remainder of the search. Here, without
foreknowledge of the performance function behavior, logic
must suffice. Typically, the left or right hand extremal,
the extremal which results in the best performance, or even
a random choice may be made.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the presen-
tation of a selection of search algorithms for the solution
of non-linear multivariable optimization problems.
Sectioning Parallel to the Axes.—Th,e independent vari-
able perturbation algorithm in the sectioning search is
0,	 i jO r
	
= DP, i = r
	 r = 1,2, . . . , N	 (29)
This is simply the parametric search approach. All but one
of the independent variables are held constant while a one-
dimensional search parallel to the R th variable axis deter-
mines the best value of the remaining variable, a r . The
variable ar is then set to this value, and the process is
repea^^d with one of the remaining independent variables.
When all N independent variables have been perturbed in this
way, a sectioning search cycle has been completed.
The N-dimensional search can then be continued with
another cycle of sectioning or by one of the other search
techniques described below. In practice, it has been found
advantageous to perturb the independent variables in a
random order within each sectioning cycle. The method can
be used in conjunction with either a local or a global
search as outlined in the two preceding sections. The'
behavior of this search in the solution of a straightforward
two-variable optimization problem is illustrated in figure
13.
Steepest-Descent
 
Search.--The steepest-descent searchi
algorithm is
{AU} =_[W1_1 jj ^lax)
	
CIC] T[K3]_1{K2}}
(DP) 2 - LDCjJ [K3] 1 {DC)
x
_ 
	
_. _
 Ir Kl_ LX2J[K3] -1 {K2)
	
_ 1W3 -1[ X] T[K3] -i{DC)	 (30)
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Here the matrix W is the metric tensor of the control space
and serves to define a generalized measure for the magnitude
of a control vector perturbation. The K matrices are defined
as
Kl = aX,^ [W]- ^{^X }	 (31)
	
[K3 ] = C aV CW] 1 [aX]T	 (33)
and the Perturbation parameter, (DP)', is defined by
(DP) z = Loaj [W] { Aa}	 (34)
The vector R is the desired change in the constraint functions.
For an unconstrained problemg(30) reduces to
ax K1
The performance function change associated with the pertur-
bation of equation (30) is
Deb 
=-(Ki
	
2- LK ,[ K3 ]- 1 {K2} 
. 5 
(DP) 2 -LDCJ [K 3 ] ' 1 {DC} .5
+LK2J(,K3]-'{DC)
	 (36)
Equation (30) does not specify a one-dimensional search directly
since the perturbation parameter (DP) and each component of
the constraint vector change DC can be independently specified.
This difficulty is conveniently eliminated if the components
Of DC are expressed in terms of the perturbatnn parameter. Let
(DP) and DC be arbitrarily assigned, say (DPO) and DCO, rep2ec-
tively. Now consider the one parameter set of values for DC
defined by
DC = (DP)	 DC	 (37)DP O )	 0
It follows from equations (30) and (36) that (37) specifies
a one parameter family of perturbations in which the perfor-
mance and constraint functions vary linearly with (DP), to
first order.
Equations (30) to (36) . are valid for small perturbations
in the independent variables provided the derivatives involved
are continuous in the region of the control space defined by
21
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equation (34). in practice when this condition is not satis-
fied, the steepest-descent algorithm can be used to locate a
promising direction for a one-dimensional search provided the
L'"rivatives are computed numerically. In this case, however,
equation (36) ceases to provide an accurate indication of the
performance function behavior along the specified ray.
When dealing with performance and constraint functions
having continuous first derivatives the perturbation parameter
value to be used in equation (30) can be.determined from a
second order Taylor's expansion of the performance function
behavior in terms of DP. The coefficients in this series
expansion can be readily obtained from the conditions of zero
change for DP=O, linear slope for DP=O, and from the actual
value of the performance function at a point in the neighbor-
hood of the point at DP=O. This method for determining the
best perturbation parameter value is discussed in some detail
in references 5 and 6. When dealing with less regular functions
the one-dimensional search of the preceding section can be used to
determine the perturbation parameter value. This is the tech-
nique employed in the optimization program, AESOP, references
9 through 11.
Steepest-Descent Wei2hting Matrices.--The weighting matrix
introduced in equations 30 and 34 must be positive definite
to assure a positive distance between any two non-coincident
points in the control space. Apart from this imposed restric-
tion, the choice of weighting matrix is arbitrary. Inspection
of equation (30) reveals that any descending direction is a
steepest-descent path for some choice of the weighting matrix
W. This can be simply illustrated when only two independent
variables are involved. Figure 14 depicts a small region of
the control space R 2 . The performance function response con-
tours appear as a series of parallel lines on this microscopic
region of the control space. The perturbation zones corres-
ponding to three weighting matrix choices are shown. The first
zone corresponds to the choice of a unit matrix for W. It
follows from equation (34) that, for a given value of (DP )2 the
search zone is a circle of radius (DP). The steepest-descent
direction is that in which the performance improvement is the
greatest. This is the direction of a line from the origin of
the circular search zone to that point on its circumference
which provides the smallest value of the performance function
(a). With this choice of weighting matrix the steepest-descent
direction is perpendicular to the response contours. Paths
of this type are illustrated in figure 15 by the solid lines
emanating from points A and B. From the nominal point A, search
perpendicular to the performance response contours is very
efficient. From point B, however, this type of search results
in the meandering path illustrated. It is assumed here that
once a steepest-descent direction is located an exhaustive
ILI
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search for the minimum in that direction will be undertaken
in view of the high cost of recomputing the derivatives in
many problems. Even if this were not the case, search nor-
mal to the response contours can often be improved upon. For
example, it is obvious that even in the straightforward two
dimensional problem of figure 15 the dashed search direction
is superior. This direction requires a priori knowledge of
the extremal's position, information not normally available.
Returning to figure 14, the second search zone depicted
corresponds to the choice of a diagonal matrix for W. The
positive-definite constraint on W requires that all diagonal
elements of the weighting matrix be,positive. In this case
the search zone becomes elliptical with the major and minor
axes of the ellipse being parallel to the coordinate axes.
It may be noted that as either of the diagonal elements of
W becomes large in relation to the remaining element, the
corresponding element in W inverse together with the predicted
change in the associated independent variable becomes small.
In the limit this reduces the search to a one-dimensional
search in the remaining coordinate. The perturbation zone
then becomes a slit parallel to that coordinate axis of length
2 • (DP), as illustrated. In this case, the steepest-descent
path is in the descending al direction.
Finally, the search zone corresponding to the choice of
an arbitrary positive-definite weighting matrix is shown.
From equation (34) and the positive-definite constraint on
W, the search zone remains elliptical, but the principle axes
may now have an arbitrary orientation to the axes of al and
a2. It follows that since the elliptic search zone can have
any orientation and eccentricity, any direction in the con-
trol space is a possible steepest-descent path; for in all
cases, the path of steepest-descent lies in the direction
of a line joining the search zone origin to the lower point
of tangency between the boundary of the search zone and the
performance functi,oii response contours. The discussion above
may readily be extended to control spaces of higher dimension-
ality.
When attempting the solution of optimization problems
by the steepest-descent method, the analyst is constantly
faced with the problem of choosing a satisfactory weighting
matrix for the search continuation. The problem is compounded
by the fact that the slopes of the performance function with
respect to the independent variables can, and frequently do,
vary by many orders of magnitude. The arbitrary choice of a
unit matrix in such situations can lead to distressingly slow
A
convergence of the numerical search; for it is in the nature
of rak►ny problems that in those directions in which the slopes
are greatest, the response surface is highly non-linear.
y" 4
O ,ly	 perturbation;3 will be successful in the direction
off: tic:.:c: strong vur.blc:a. In those d irections ir. which
-Lhc	 are ,mall, thy: contours are often relatively l.in-
c:ar, u nd large perturrdation:i may be required in these weak
Va r i ai".} 10 S .
In such situations the local steepest- descent
 direction
or L^l.	 [11  is quite misleading s for contrary to the resul-
tin<,
 ste .posh-descent direction which, by equation (35),
rQ: ult;; in independent variable perturbations which are in
proportion to the response surface partial derivatives, the
best direction in which to proceed may well involve large
pQ rturbutions in the weak variables.of small slope. This
behavior is illustrated for a two-dimensional case in figure
15 by the dashed line emanating from B.
The problem of choosing a satisfactory weighting matrix
also arises when the steepest-descent search is applied in
its variational form, reference 5, and when a combination of
continuous control variables and parameters are encountered
as in the optimization of multiple-arc problems in flight
path optimization problems, reference 6. In these references
it is suggested that the weighting matrices be based on the
first derivatives of the unconstrained performance function
with respect to the control. This approach can be used in
the solution of multivariable optimization problems also, by
writing
Wl, = Ai + Bi	 a	 , 1 = 37
0 , i ;4 7 (38)
In practice, alternate use of equation (38) and the unit
matrix for W tends to provide a reasonable convergence rate
at points well removed from the extremal.
Random Ray Search .--The difficulty of defining a suitable
control variable metric tensor together with the fact that
any descending path is a steepest-descent direction for some
choice of metric tensor suggests the possibility of searching
along a random ray through the control space. The algorithm
for random ray search is
Aa i = Ri • (iDP), i = 1,2,. . ., N	 (39)
where the Ri, the direction cosines of the ray, are uniformly
distributed random numbers satisfying
-1.0 -<, Ri S +1.0, i . 1 1 2o . . . N
The positive sign in equation (39) is taken if do 
'-s 
neg-
ative ; the negative sign is taken when : -this	 derivative
is positive.
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The utility of this type of search tends to be in propor-
tion to the complexity of the performance function response
contours. On a Taell-behaved problem there is little to recom-
mend this type of search; on a problem involving unexpected
behavior on the part of the performance function, a random ray
search has a certain appeal. The method is, of course, equiv,^
alent to a steepest -descent search using a randomly generated
metric tensor.
Quadratic search. An alternative approach to the defi-
nition of an ar ltrary or empirical weighting matrix is
provided by second order or quadratic method. It can be shown,
for example, in reference; 9 that on.an
 elliptic second order
response surface the weighting matrix
wij M tai
^2 
a	
(40)
0
will immediately define the extremal point
{a*} = {a 0 } + {8a}	 (41)
where { da} is computed from equation ( 35).with (DP) 2 = .SKI.
On a more general non-linear response surface, equation (41)
merely defines a direction for subsequent search in the manner
of the steepest-descent technique. This is illustrated in
figure 16. Here the approximating elliptical contours computed
at point 0 define an approximate extremal location at P through
	
A	 equations (40) and (41).  Subsequent search along the ray OP
results in the definition of a one-dimensional extremal
This point is then used to fit another approximating elliptic
contour, and the process is repeated until the extremal point
at Q is located.
The quadratic search procedure can be quite rapid in
control spaces of low dimensionality. In high order spaces
tm:u approach is usually impractical as a result of the require-
ment to establish the second order weighting matrix of equation
;40). In many practical engineering problems these derivatives
cannot be obtained in closed form; in such cases the derivatives
must be obtained numerically, for example, reference 9. Compu-
tation of these derivatives requires at least (N+1)(N+2)/2
evaluations of 0 at each point where an approximating quadratic
is employed. Clearly, for large N this computation may become
impractical.
Davidon ' s Method.--Davidon's method is a hybrid first
order second order technique. Tie objective of Davidon's
methhod is to arrive at a reasonable approximation to the
second order wee hting matrix of equation (40) without the
use of (N+1)(Nt2^/2 evaluations of 0. It can be shown that
on a quadratic ( second order) response surface M steepest-
	
41, 	 searches performed in the manner described previously
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will lead to ^.'-_finition of the weighting matrix of equation
(40) if the following recursion formula is employed:
[W]i+l = [W]7'+ [A] i + [B] i 	(42)
where
[A] _ (©a)i LAad i	 (43)
1	 LAaJ{ ©.i a^}
[W]il{A•aa}i LA. aa i[W]i1
 
a —
	 (44)[A
.a^ 
.[W] ' {o•'aa}i
[w]i'= [1]	 -	 (45)
Here, LAaji is the change in position during the ith one-dimen-
sional search and
o	 a^
as i
is the change in gradient vector between the beginning and end
of the ith one-dimensional search. On a numerically well-
behaved function this technique works well. When appreciable
numerical noise is present in the calculation, the method may
produce erratic convergence to the extremal point or convergence
failure.
Pattern Search .—In the present report pattern search
refers to a search which exploits a gros s direction revealed
by one of the other searches. The search algorithm is
tai = (a - ai)	 (DP), i = 1,2,.	 .,N (46)
where a and ai, are the components of the control vector before
and after the use of a preceding search technique. This type
of search is illustrated in figure 17 following a section search.
The combination of a section search and a pattern search in the
problem illustrated leads directly to the neighborhood of the
extremal. Repeated sectioning, on the other hand, would be a
very slowly converging process due to the orientation of the
contours with respect to the axes of the independent variables.
It may be noted that a simple rotation of the independent vari-
able axes by 45 0
 results in sectioning alone becoming a rapidly
converging process in this example. The pattern search can
also be used to accelerate the steepest -descent process provided
it follows two successive descents as in figure 18.
Adaptive Search.— Adaptive search is a form of small scale
sectioning; however, instead of locating the position of the one-n
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dimensional extremal on each section parallel to a coordinate
axis, the coordinate is merely perturbed by a small amount,
Aar , in the descending direction.
The search commences with a small perturbation in one of
the independent variables, ar; the perturbation is first made
to the left;if this fails to produce a performance improve-
ment, the variable is perturbed to the right. If neither of
the perturbations produces an improved performance value, the
variable retains its nominal value, and-Aar is halved. if a
favorable perturbation is f=ound, the variable ar is set to
this value, and Aa r
 is doubled. The process is repeated for
each independent variable in turn, the order in which the
variables are perturbed being chosen randomly. At this point
an adaptive search cycle is complete, and the cycle is then
repeated. A two-dimensional illustration of this search is
presented in figure 19. In the particular problem illustrated
the method converges rapidly reaching the neighborhood of the
extremal within six evaluations.
The search algorithm can be written in the form
(S
	 Tr)
Aar = 2.0
	 (DP) :	 (47)
where Sr is the number of cy^ hles in which the search has
successfully perturbed the r independent variable, and Tr
is the number of cycles in which a perturbation of the rth
variable has proved unsuccessful. While this search can be
looked upon as a one-dimensional approach, this viewpoint
is somewhat artificial. Here, the scalar quantity (DP) merely
defines an initial perturbation for each independent variable.
Once started the search proceeds inevitably to its conclusion,
the perturbation in each independent variable being adaptively
determined according to equation (47) on the basis of the per-
formance function response contour behavior encountered during
the particular problem solution.
Magnification. When studying discrete models of contin-
uous systems of the type encountered in aerodynamic shaping
problems there is a tendency on the part of some search algo-
rithms to achieve a favorable shape before satisfying the
desired constraint levels. In such cases a simple magnifi-
cation search can lead to rapid convergence to the desired
solution. The magnification algorithm
Qai = a  • (DP), i a 1 1 2,. . .N	 (48)
Here (DP) is positive and all components of the control vector
are to be simultaneously perturbed. Generally, when the un-
constrained extremal point corresponds to the null vector, this
method may prove efficient.
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-Summary of Multivaria'ole Search Techniques.--The searches
described above have proved adequate for the solution of a
wide range of practical engineering optimization problems.
They are not a comprehensive collection of all the multi-
dimensional search procedures which have been proposed to-date.
in view of the diverse behavior exhibited by the multivariable
performance function response surfaces, there is a strong
likelihood that a combination of searches will prove superior
to any single search procedure whenever an extensive array
of optimization problems are to be studied. With this point
in mind the suggested searches have been combined into a
single generalized multivariable optimization computer program.,
AESOP, references 9 through 11. The program construction
allows the equations of a particularp roblem to be introduced
as a subroutine or main program to the optimizer. The major
requirement of the subroutine or main program is that on receipt
of a control vector it computes unique performance and con-
straint function values. By perturbing the control vector
according to the algorithms described above, the optimizer
traces a sequence of improving paths through the control space
and thus ultimately arrives at a point within the neighbor-
hood of the extremal.
Past applications of program AESOP have been fairly widely
reported; for example, references 11 through 13. In this re-
port the program is applied to the definition of certain
restricted classes of minimum sonic boom overpressure(for axi-
symmetric or equivalent body)shapes. The remainder of the report
describes these applications in detail.
I
MINIMUM OVERPRESSURE SINGLE POWER BODIES
Single power body shapes are defined as those body shapes
described by a radius distribution, r(x) of the form
r (x) = CxN	(49)
They are, thus, a two parameter family of body shapes. Gener-
ally, one of these parameters, the constant C, will be speci-
fied by a geometric constraint imposed on the body; thus, if
the body radius at the point x = L is to be constrained
C = r(N )	 (50)
L
Again, if the body volume between the nose and the point x = L
is to be constrained
C = [TTr2ND-1)VN	 (51)L (2N+1)
for the nose volume V  is given by
L
V  = 7r	 (CxN) 2dx
0
2N'+1
_ 7C2^2N+1	 (52)
In either case, equation (50) or ( 51), imposition of the geom-
ctric constraint reduces the number of parameters defining
the family of bodies to one. Since the constraint of equation
(50) or (51) reduces the family of permissible body shapes,
equation ( 49), to dependence on the single parameter ;N, deter-
mination of the minimum overpressure body shape has been
reduced to a one parameter optimization problem. Such problems
are readily solved by the sectioning technique described in
the p:c(:,^eding section. The remainder of the section discusses
results obtained in this manner when the constraints of
equation (50) and (51) are applied. The effect of varying h/R,
Mach number, and, to a limited degree, the body fineness ratio
are discussed in detail. Prior to this discussion a modifi-
cation to the body shape of equation (49) which limits the
maximum body slope, dr/dx, is discussed.
Introduction of Slope Constraint
When the body shape generated by equation (49) represents
a physical body and not an equivalent body which .includes an
35
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equivalent area component, equation (6), it may be desirable
to limit the body sloptt, dr/dx, to be less than some pre-
scribed value, M. In the calculations of this section, this
is achieved by imposing thu constraint
r (x+6x) = r(X) + M • dx
	 (53)
whenever.
c (x+dx) N > cxN + M • 6x	 (54)
Some typical body shapes generated by equations(49)and (50)
with and without the constraint of equation (53) are presented
in figure 2 0.It should be noted that in all numerical solu-
tions in this section, L = 4.0.; for x > 4.0, the body assumes
a cylindrical form with r (x) = r (L) ; x, > 4.0.
Solution with Base Area and Nose Length Fixed
With base area and nose length fixed the body radius
distribution becomes
r (x) = RN xN	(55)
L
subject to the overriding constraint of equation (53). For
the more blunt bodies (small values of N) this constraint
will introduce a conical forebody with a consequent expansion
fan at its intersection with the smooth unmodified power body.
The objective of the solutions studied in this section is to
determine f for given Mach number and altitude,the power N
which minimizes the maximum overpressure of the bow shock. For
the more blunt bodies, it is clear that the conical forebody
may introduce an expansion fan which dominates the bow shock.
For the more slender bodies, the conical forebody and its
slope of area discontinuity will be absent.
A typical result illustrating the variation of the bow
shock overpressure with the exponent N is given in figure 21.
Some associated pressure signatures obtained by the methods
of the preceding section are presented in figure 22. Figures
21 and 22 pertain to solutions obtained at M = 2.2, h/k=100.
A total of 100 points were used in the body definition.
These points were stationed at .intervals of .1 along the body
length and thus extend well aft of the juncture between the
power law forebody and the cylindrical body shank.
Points used by the sectioning multivariable search algo-
rithm to arrive at the optimal exponent, N* = .79, are illus-
trated in figure 21.	 The corresponding signatures, figure
22, clearly reveal the variation in pressure signature form
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with the exponent N. It can be seen that a well developed "N"
AMP	 wave is obtained at bot;: low and high values of the body power
law exponent. l^or low pow, rs the zero pressure point of the
N wavy: occurs close to the straight Mach line originating from
the body nos y: indicating the dominanee of the conical forebody.
For higher values of power law exponent, the N wave zero pres-
sui , i point moves aft close to the straight Mach line originating
From the juncture of the power law portion of the body and the
cylindrical shank. For intermediate values of the power law
exponent a flat top or almost flat top signature is found. It
should be noted that in the present calculations based on the
1
	 Lighthill method the flat top signature does not provide the
minim,.:. overpressure; a lower exponent than that which gives
the flat top signature, =.75, is found to produce the lower
overpressure. The difference between the flat top and minimum
overpressure is small--approximately 1/2 per cent--and could
conceivably be the result of small numerical errors in the cal-
culation.
Figures 23, 24, and 25 present the results of a sequence
of optimization calculations performed at Mach numbers of 1.414,
2.2, and 2.7, respectively, for a range of h/k ratios between
10 and 700. At the smaller Y/k values it can be seen that the
minimum overpressure occurs at a discontinuity of slope,
a(Ap/p)/aN. At the higher h/k values the minimum overpressure
occurs smoothly with a(Ap/p)/aN = 0. The occurrence of minimum
overpressure at a point of slope discontinuity is more pro-
nounced at the lowest Mach number, M = 1.414. Some typical
signatures associated with the results for M = 1.414 are pre-
sented in figure 26.
Figure 26 reveals a wide variety of signature types gener-
ated by the straightforward body shape of equation (49). A
well developed N wave is obtained for the lowest power body.
This wave is dominated by the slope constrained forebody as
can be seen from the zero pressure point. At the optimum expo-
nent, N* = .79, a flat top signature is found while intermediate
to these two signatures a declining pressure almost flat top,
signature is found. As the exponent increases beyond N*, the
almost flat top signature is maintained at first (not shown)
but with increasing pressure. Ultimately, as the magnitude of
the front shock diminishes, a finite rise signature is encoun-
tered, N = 1.24. At still,. higher exponents, N = 2.0, an initial
finite rise signature develops into a delayed, relatively well
developed,N wave.
At the larger values of h/k a similar variety of signature
is found, figure 27. However, the flat top portion of the
signature is of smaller extent; the finite rise time signature
is not encountered, at least not at the points employed by the
sectioning search algorithm. The minimum overpressure signature
occurs at a value of N less than that which provides a flat top
signature.
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A summary chart presenting the variation of optimal expo-
AW	 nent N* with Mach number and h/k, is given in figure 28. Regions
of rapid change of N* with h/k are found. However, on compar-
ison of the figure with the charts of figures 23 to 25, it is
apparent that the rapid change in exponent occurs at points
where the variation of overpressure with N is slight. Thus,
the rapid change in optimum exponent with h/k has little effect
on variation of maximum overpressure with h/k, presented in
figure 29.
Solution with Volume and Length Fixed
With nose volume and length fixed the body radius distri-
bution becomes
(2N+1)VN ^ N
r (x) =
	 2	 x	 (56)
ML
N+1
subject to the overriding constraint of equation (54). The
bodies defined by equation (56) have a base radius of
Fj2+1 ) VN	 (57)r(L)_ rL
which is a function of the constrained volume and the exponent
N. Thus, for given volume the base radius and, hence, the
body fineness will vary with N. A typical example of a one-
dimensional optimization calculation on the parameter N is
presented in figure 30; some typical pressure signatures are
presented in figure 31 with corresponding body shapes in fig-
ure 32. The results presented in figure 30 are for the same
Mach number ( 1.68) and distance (h/k = 100) as for the base
area and length volume constrained solution of figure 21. It
can be seen that the volume constrained minimum overpressure
solution lies in a somewhat lesssteep sided valley than the
base area , r constrained solution of figure 21. To the left of
the minimum overpressure point , bodies of increasing bluntness
would have more volume for a given base area. Conversely,
bodies of fixed volume have a higher fineness ratio, L /rg,
and thus tend to have a smaller maximum overpressure than that
of a fixed base area body.
In volume constrained solutions it has proven convenient
to employ a non-dimensional volume measure. Volumes are based
on a non-dimensional volume coef f icient, VFi which relates the
desired volume to that of a reference cone having the same
length as the body under study and a base radius rn. When
VF
 = 1.0,the bodies studied will all have a volume wrm2L/3.0;
in general
V = VF	(wr2mL/3.0)	 (58)
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A sequence of solutions for M = 2.7 1
 VF = 1.0 are presented
in figure 33. It can be scan that the variation of overpressure
with N andh/R is quite similar to that obtained with base area
and length constrained. " 'he optimum value of N for a given h/R
is generally somewhat leas that that obtained for base and length
constrained solutions, figure 25, achieving a value of .27 within
an h/k value of 50.
In figure 34, the effect of varying volume at constant Mach
number (2.7) and h/R (100) is presented. It can be seen that
as volume increas-as, the optimum exponent decreases. Again, as
in the case of base area and length constrained solutions, it
should be noted that the slope constraint of equation (53) is
imposed on the body to insure that local slopes do not exceed
the Mach angle. Imposition of tha slope constraint may reduce
the body volume. When this occurs the overpressure is factored
according to the expression
0
p	 p computed
X 
Volume Required	 (59)
Actual Volume
The effect of varying Mach number at constant volume is illus-
trated in figure 35. Here, as Mach number increases,the opti-
mal exponent decreases. This is in general agreement with the
volurae effect of figure 34; for both increasing volume and Mach
number effectively increase the body bluntness.
Two Arc Bodies
A restricted class of bodies con-
sisting of two consecutive arcs have been investigated. This
class of body is illustrated in figure 36. In the investigation
the nose length, X2, and base radius, R2, were constrained. The
parameters X1, R1 1
 N1, and N2 were free for optimization. It
fellows immediately from figure 36 that
C1 = NX	 (60)l
and	 (R2-Rl )	 (61)C2	 (X2
-Xl) 
N2
hence,
r (x) = 
Rlx
NJ ; 0 4 x < X1	 (62)
XJNJ
and	
r (x) = R + (R2-R1) (x-Xl)N2 ; X 14 x -4 Xl	 (X2-X1)N2
	
1	 a
(63)
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Figure 36.—Two-Arc Power Body
A minimum overpressure solution was sought using the free param-
eter vector
LaJ 
= IR 1 1 X11 N11 N2	 (64)
The Mach number was 1.68 and h/R = 100. Nominal values employed
for the computation were
Lai = L.14734, 1.99, .75, .751
	 (65)
The point (XJ,Rl) lay on the corresponding optimum single power
body wish constrained base radius. The signature obtained for
this nominal body is presented in figure 37a. The best body shape
obtained for this class of body is presented in figure 37b.
Parameters for this final body were
La*J = L.15320, 1.99, .47163, .9854)	 (66)
with corresponding maximum overpressure of
p- 1.2516 x 10-3
	
(67)
r
it should'be noted that the upper limit employed on a2 was 1.99;
thus, the final shoulder line position at X1 = 1.99 indicates
that this constraint should be relaxed. The shoulder line should
be permitted to move in a rearward direction. The final pres-
sure signature is compared to the nominal signature in figure 37a
Nominal and final body shapes are given in figure 37b.
Calculations were performed using stations at .2 intervals
along-the body axis, (Ax = .2).  With this spacing a three-quarter
power body of the same base radius would have a maximum overpres -
sure of Ap/p = 1.276 x 10- 3.
 The final two-arc pressure signature
is compared to that of a three-quarter power body of the same
base radius in figure 38a. It can be seen that while the two
maximum overpressures are practically the same, the total impulse
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of the two-arc :solution is less than that of the three-quarter
powe=r body. While the front shock struc=ture differs between
the two bodies, the rear shocks are indistinguishable from each
other. The optimal two-arc body shape is compared to the three-
quarter power body in figure 381-,. It can be seen from the figure
that the two-arc body has more forebody bluntness than the three-
quarter power body. The rear of the two forebodies are practi-
cally identical in shape, however. This probably accounts for
the similar rear shock strengths and locations.
A second representative two-arc solution is presented in
figure 39. The solution is obtained at a Mach number of 2.7 and
h/k = 30. The nominal control vector for this solution is
La o j = .08:33 1 1.333, 1.0, 1.0j, which generates a conical body.
M"-ximum overpressure on the nominal, a well-developed N wave, is
(,gy p/p) = 4.18 x 10- 3 . A selected sequence of signatures developed
by the optimization algorithm employed (adaptive creeping, pat-
tern, random ray) are presented in figure 40. A convergence
plot showing the successive reduction in maximum overpressure
as a function of the number of evaluations is presented in figure
41.
Three-Arc Power Bodies
The multiple-arc model can readily be estended to include
three arcs. Body ge=ometry for such a model is presented in
figure 42. The free parameters employed are seven in number:
a l = X 1	 (68)
a 2 = K, where X2 	X1 + 'i";X3 -X 1 )	 (69)
a3 = R1	 (70)
a4 = R2	 (71)
a5 = N1
	
(72)
r
a6 = N2	 (73)
rx^ = N3 	(74)
d
Figure 41 illustrates a typical optimal body shape defined
by application of maltivariable search techniques to the model
of Figure 42. The calculation was performed at M = 1.68, h/k=
h/(2X 3 )= 50. Base radius, R = .25, and nose length, X3 = 4.0,
were constrained. Again, as in previous studies, the quantity
minimized was maximum positive overpressure.
The final parameter vector obtained by optimization studies
wasJC
La*„j = (-3.6755,.52003,.18203,.09259,.82574,2.2741,.0 	 (75)
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Maximum signature: overpressure obtained with this model was
'7.99 x 10-`. For comparison purposes the three-quarter power
body satisfying the same nose 'length and base radius c:onstraiits
has a maximum overpressure of 1.25 x 10- 3 . The computed three-
arc maximum overpressure is, therefore, 64 per cent of the
corresponding three-quarter power body, the optimal single-
power arc solution for the specified conditions. Final body
shape is drawn full scale in Figure 43 together with the asso-
ciated area distribution. The nmputed pressure signature,
including shock location, is gi- ,
 n in Figure 44. It should be
noted that although the class of shapes considered is a quite
restrictive set of three-arc bodies, the result indicates that
previously defined single-arc minimum overpressure body shapes
obtained by th-a variational calculus, may not be true minimum
boom shapes.
A second example illustrating the three-arc power body
solution was computed at M = 2.7, h/k = 50. Constraints were
base radius = .25 and X3 = 4.0 as before. Again, as in the
previous three-arc solution, a notched three-arc body was
obtained. Body shape parameters were
La*I _ (3.6816, .51169,.17550,.089945,.76278,.19181,.07543
Maximum overpressure obtained was
	
(76)
C
	
APp = 1.237 x 10-3
	
(77)
approximately ,sixty-six per cent of the corresponding single
arc overpressure, Figure 25. This result confirms that multiple
arc solutions can reduce the maximum overpressure over a wide
range of Mach numbers.
The mechanism of overpressure reduction is apparent from
Figures 43 and 44. The first arc occupying most of the active
body length employs a conventional single arc minimum overpres-
sure shape-to a reduced radius Rl at Xl. The body then waists
inwards rapidly creating a strong negative pressure wave. This
arc is followed by a third rapidly increasing radius arc which
attains the desired base radius. The strong positive wave
emanating from the third arc interacts with the strong negative
wave emanating from the second arc,and a pressure cancellation
results.' Whenever this effect is possible, the maximum over-
pressure occurs in the portion of the pressure signature created
by the first arc of reduced base radius. A direct consequence
of the reduced base radius is reduced maximum overpressure. It
should be noted that in both three-arc solutions computed above,
the second and third arcs are practically sonic.
Solution Convergence and Numerical Accuracy .--The first
three-arc solution was subjected to^detailednumerical inves-
tigation. It was found that an initial optimal shape obtained
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the use of f:^ft} ► body stutic::C> failed to reproduce the low
boom ch4iracteristic when to analysis was repeated using 100
stations. However, on "reoptimization" of the 100 station
shape, a low boom body was rapidly developed. This 100 station
shape was similar in physic, an;?earance to the original 50
station shape. On increasin ga th;a number of body stations to
200, the 100 station body shape failed to achieve a low boom;
however, on reoptimization using 200 body stations a low boom
body profile-was rapidly attained,, On increasing the number
of body stations to 300, this shape again lost the low boom
property and needed to be reoptimized.
The optimal 300 body station shape was then analyzed using
400 and 500 body stations. The solution was stable, and the
maximum boom overpressure was independent of the number of body
stations. These results are given in Table I.
TABLE I. VARIATION OF MAXIMUM BOOM OVERPRESSURE
WITH NUMBER OF BODY STATIONS
N Ax Ap/p
50 .20 7.77 x 10-4
300 .033 7.99 x 10-4
400 .025 7.98 x 10-4
500 .020 7.97 x 10-4
It was concluded rom the results discussed above that the
stable 300 body station solution represents an optimal body
shape. It 6 is the lowest front shock overpressure body shape
at h/k = 50, M = 1.68 (k = 8.0 and base radius Rg = .25)
which consists of no more than three distinct arcs.
The ability to determ:,ne an approximate optimal shape
using a relatively small nL ,kriber of body stations has a sig-
nificant!effect on computer time requirement for solution of
the sonic boom minimization problem. Optimization requires
repetitive evaluation of the body shock structure. With 100
stations a typical point evaluation of the shock structure
about a body requires two seconds on the CDC 6600 computer.
With 200 stations the time rises to approximately five seconds,
per evaluation. At 300 stations a typical point calculation
requires eight seconds. With the repetitive evaluation re-
quired for optimization, the use of a large number of stations
can rapidly lead to quite large computer time requirements.
A Note on Variational optimization.--It should be noted
that previous variational solutions presented in the liter-
ature assume no slope discontinuities; they are single-arc
66
solutions. Extension of the variational calculus to the
multiple-arc formulation is possible but unwieldy. Analy-
tically, variational Multiple-arc solutions require the
use of Denbow's method (University of Chicago, Ph.D. thesis).
Numerically, multiple-arc variational solutions may be
obtained by the method of reference 5 or 6. Both variational
multiple-arc methods have seen only limited application to-date.
It is assumed that failure of variational solutions to
achieve the boom level obtained by multivariable search may
be due to this assumption of a single-arc solution,thereby
omitting the corner possibility.
Sensitivity Studies.— A series of trade curves presen-
ting maximum overpressure sensitivity as a function of the
seven body'profile generating parameters, ai,il,2 . . of 71
are presented in Figures 45(a) , to 45(f). The study is carried
out on the M = 1.68 solution. it can be seen that
(a) Coord inate
 
of first and Second Arc:
Small errors in this parameter, al, would not
result in a significant increase in maximum
overpressure.
(b) Coordinate of Corner of Second and Third
Arcs: The maximum overpressure is completely
insensitive to small errors in the position of
this corner point. It should be noted that the
parameter,a2, is a non-dimensional measure of
the corner point location.
(c) Radius at Corner of First and Second Arcs:
It is apparent that this parameter, a3 1 is not
quite optimized. A smaller value of'Rl = .177
would be slightly superior to the value of Rl
.18203 quoted in Equation (75).
(d) Radius at Corner of Second and Third Arcs:
Maximumoverpressure is insensitive to this
parameter, a4 , about the quoted value.
(e), Exponent of First Arc: This is a very sen-
sitive parameter; the forebody shape should be
maintained within strict limits. Errors in the
effective forebody exponent could rapidly destroy
the body's low boom property. It should be noted
that the trade curve of Figure 45(e) is similar
in nature to Figure 21 as might be anticipated.
(f, g) Exponent of Second and Third Arcs: The
maximum overpressure is insensitive to these
parameters.
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it should be noted that when perturbation of a body parameter
would cause a local body slope to exceed the Mach angle, the
program modifies the: body shape generated. The modification
consists of checking body shape from front to rear for viola-
tions of the local slope constraint. Where a slope constraint
is violated, the body radius is decreased (or increased in the
case of a negative slope violation), to maintain the local
slope constraint. This geometrical effect is present in all
the trade curves of Figure 45.
Effect of Body SlopeLimitation. A sequence of optimi-
nation calculations were performed to assess the effect of
limiting maximum (and minimum) body,slopes, dr/dx. In these
studies the three-arc body shape of minimum-maximum overpres-
sure (mini-max overpressure) was determined subject to the
constraints r = .25 1 X = 4.0,and maximum body slope was
limited to a given percentage of the slope providing sonic
conditions. Computations were made at M = 2.7 and h/R = h/(2X3)
100. One hundred stations were employed to define the body
shape.
It was found, as could be anticipated, that as the maximum
permissible body slope decreases, the mini-max overpressure
increases. Figure 46 presents the variation of mini -max over-
pressure with slope limitation. At a slope limitation equal to
eighty per cent of the sonic slope, the three-arc bodies approach
the single-arc mini-max overpressure. However, the three-arc
body shape retains the characteristic form of Figure 43 which
indicates the possibility of more than one extremal solution
in parameter space. For small slope limitation changes about
the one hundred per cent (sonic) slope condition, approximately
down to ninety-five slope, increasing the severity of the slope
limitation has little effect on the mini-max overpressure.
Thus, the low boom three-arc solutions are not overly sensi-
tive to the sonic notch condition. This is reassuring; a shape
which was sensitive to a sonic condition would naturally be
suspect for it might result from exploitation of a weakness
in the aerodynamic model employed in the analysis.
Effect of Increasing Notch Width. —A single optimization
calcula on was performed to assess the effect of constraining
the notch width. This constraint can readily be imposed in
the form
X1 < X
	 (78)
where the notch width is X3 - X.
Physical and body shape conditions employed in the calcu-
lation are the same as those employed in the preceding slope
limitation effect study, M = 2.7 1 h/k = 100, R3 = .25, X 3 = 4.0,
100 body stations. The maximum body slope, dr/dx, was limited
at the sonic condition. The notch width was constrained to
occupy at least 20 per cent of the nose length by setting aHl
3.2, equations (68) and (78). Final mini-max overpressure
obtained in the computation was
(AR))  = 8.121 x 10 -4
	
(79)
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1
with t6he corresponding control parameter vector
Lx A ;= L3.2,.506231.167091.08101.7590,.15836,.08808,
(80)
The resulting body shanc; and signature are presented in
1,'igures ( 47)  and (48),  r espc:c;'i : v,.-y . Forcing a solution with
a wider notch has lead the optimization algorithm seeking to
define a body shape employing a deeper notch. The overpressure
rise associated with the wider, deeper notch is approximately
six per cent.
Bodies of Arbitrary Radius'Distribution
The option to consider body shapes in the form of an arbi-
trary radius distribution, Rc, is available within the sonic
boom optimization program. Free parameters for the optimization
parameters are
r.i = a i ; a1
 = 1, .„ . . . jr N	 N < 100	 (81)
In the i th interval
(Ri+lr (x) - Ri +	
X
-Ri)
^i 
(x - X.
	 (82)
i+1 
The body shape is thus approximated-by a series of truncated
cones in the manner successfully employed in reference
Two solutions have been obtained with this technique.
The solutions consider the same optimization problem; maximum
overpressure, minimization with constrained body length, and
radius at x = R/2. Body length is unity, r(Q,/2) = .05, Mach
number is /2—, and the signature is computed at ten body lengths
from the axis.
The solutions each commence from a different nominal
starting shape. nominal I is a parabolic body; nominal II is
a cusped body. Nominal and final shapes obtained are presented
in Figures 49 and 50. It can be seen that two different irreg-
ular shaped bodies result. The final minimum overpressure of
the two bodies is similar, however. Convergence behavior is
presented in Figure 51.
Interpretation of the results obtained from the arbitrary
body method is difficult. It is apparent from Figure 51 that
both solutions should be pursued further. It is also apparent
from Figures 49 and 50 that the optimization algorithm is
seeking to minimize the maximum overpressure by creating a
sequence of interacting arcs in a manner suggesting the two
and three -arc solutions reported above. It may be that some
form of smoothing criteria will have to be created in order
to consider acceptable arbitrary body shaping for sonic boom
overpressure minimization. Such a smoothing criteria could
involve specification of additional constrained radii at selected
points along the body axis or a direct limitation on the body
slopes.
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CONCLUSION
A variet y of sonic boom minimization problems have been
investigated by .jultivaria ale s,.,arch techniques. 	 The most
elementary problems studJ_, d are 	 .hose involving a single-
power arc.	 In these problems geometric constraints can be
applied to reduce the aptir.^^.:^ 4-1.^;z to one involving a single
parameter.
	
Such problems a:.%	 ^ ^,.dily solved by the sectioning
algorithm.	 The problem simplicity permits the construction
of charts illustrating the variation of-sonic boom overpressure
over a wide range of Mach numbers and distances from the
body axes.
	 The charts and optimization studies reveal that
close to the body a three-quarter power shape will provide
the lowest overpressure. 	 Deviations from this exponent
result in rapid increase in overpressure.
	 As distance from
the body axis increases, an insensitive extremal shape
appears at gradually decreasing values of the power body
exponent.	 With this class of bodies an increase in Mach
number, base radius or volume, all tend to drive the solution
A
toward the more sensitive higher power-arc solution.
Next in order of complexity above the single-power arc
solutions are those involving two-power arcs with a slope
discontinuity at the junction between the two arcs.
	
Geo-
metric constraints immediately reduce the two-arc shape
optimization problem to one involving four free parameters.
An extensive range of solutions cannot be obtained over g-
range of Mach number and h/k; instead, each case must be
examined as it arises.
	
In general, the two-arc solutions
obtained fail to produce a minimum-maximum overpressure
significantly below that of the single-power arc body subject
to the same physical conditions and geometric constraints.
The total impulse of the pressure signature is well below
that of the corresponding single-power solution, however.
Next in order of complexity are the three-power arc
bodies involving seven free parameters. Body shapes of
this type produce a significant reduction in minimum-maximum
overpressure when compared to the corresponding single-arc
solution., In all cases considered the overpressure is
reduced by approximately one third. The sonic boom over-
pressure is obtained by the device of a conventional fore-
body ofreduced base area followed by a notch creating
strong self-cancelling positive and negative pressure waves.
The notch walls are ideally sonic; however, it is shown
that a moderate reduction in slope is possible without
significant increase in overpressure. The notch ideally
occupies a small portion of the body length. Again, it
is shown that the notch width can be increased for a small
increase in overpressure. When the body shape is viewed
00,	 as an equivalent body of rovolution, it is apparent that
It,	 the first two arcs would physically represent body volume,and the third arc would physically represent wing lift.
Such a configuration would imply a relatively unswept
canard configuration.
The most general
the inves-',_-igation was
of revolution. While
6onic boom overpressu
prohibit their use in
low boom property can
reasonable smoothness
within the study.
o - 4 m -'pt.	 problem considered in
that of- shaping an arbitrary body
the resulting shapes possess low
re, their irregularity appears to
an aircraft configuration unless the
be maintained while imposing some
criteria. This was not achieved
it is recommended that further work in this area
concentrate on
1. Use of the alternative small perturbation
theory aerodynamics to confirm the low
boom properties of the body shapes
developed.
2. Experimental verification of the low
boom shapes. (This may be difficult with
a simple body of revolution due to flow
separation effects).
3. Further development of multiple-arc
approximations to the body shaping problem
including mathematical models permitting a
reduction in both forward and rear shocks.
4. Further development of the arbitrary body
mathematical model.
5. The extension and application of multivar-
lable search techniques to the general
.,three-dimensional shaping problem.
6. , Introduction of real atmosphere effectsinto the optimization process.
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APPENDIX A
I%UAIN PROGRAM AND PROGRAM STRUCTURE
The main program controls both shock computations through
subprograms LIGHT and MIDDLE and optimization computations
through subprogram AESOP, references 1 through 4. Communi-
cation between the shock computation subroutines is primarily
carried out through two labeilc d C U- 1VIMON blocks, SHOCKI and
SHOCX2. t he,shack program contai s a detailed computation
print option controlled by data input (IPDBUG=1) to aid in
program debugging.
Communication between subroutines of the optimization
subprogram AESOP and with the MAIN program are carried out
exclusively through the AESOP data base labelled COMMON-AESOPD.
Figure  Alillustrates the program function in schematic form.
Problem type is selected from the following options:
1. Volume Constrained, Single-Arc
2. Base Constrained, Two-Arc
3. Base Constrained, Three-Arc
4. Base Constrained, Single-Arc
5. Arbitrary Radius Distribution
IU	 Following problem selection
	  the appropriate data for the problem
and the optimization data is read to permit problem initiali-
zation. Total data input is contained in three NAMELIST inputs:
IPGM, SHOCKS, and IAESOP, figure A2. The function of these three
data input blocks ie as follows:
1. Problem Selection Data
2. Shock Computation Data
3. Optimization Data
The data read and subsequent program initialization are followed
by'a translation of the optimizer parameters, ai l into the body
defining-parameters and body radius distribution. Subprogram
LIGHT then computes the body F function, reference 5, which is
passed on to the shock location subroutines called from subpro-
gram MIDDLE. Each of these major subprograms employs a chain
of subroutines to complete the shock calculation. The complete
subroutine structure is defined in figure A.3. Following shock
location and computation of the final pressure signature,
,typical functions such as maximum overpressure are translated
into the optimization functions Pi of references 1 to 3. Sub-
program AESOP examines the pressure signature functions and
defines a new set of optimization parameters, ai, for . the next
body shape to be analyzed.
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BEGIN
q1,
SELECT PROBLEM TYPEI%
jINITIALIZE, PROBLEDj 	 0 Data Read in
Three NAMELIST
Blocks
0
C
EQUATE PROBLEM PARAMETERS
TO AESOP ARRAY,
AND DETERMINE BODY SHAPE'AND SLOPES
Cj
COMPUTE "F 1'-FUNCTION BY LIGHTHILL METHOD
Optimization
Loop
COMPUTE SHOCK LOCATIONS
AND PRESSURE SIGNATURE
EQUATE PRESSURE SIGNATURE FUNCTIONS
TO OPTIMIZER FUNTIONS, Fi
•Shape Parameters
= ai
eSubprogram
LIGHT
*Pressure
Signature
FunctionsE F i
*Subprogram
MIDDLE
--LCALL AESOPI	 *Optimization Subprogram
Optimal Solution
END
Figure Al.—Function of Main Program.
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The process then repaa",.-s as indicated in figure Al with AESOP
defining a succession of !^ody snapes which lead to minimization
of a selected pressure s ignature function. A schematic of the
program structure is presented in figure A94.
DATA 1`NBUT
t
All data to the sonic b
gram is entered in the three
previously. Each data block
All data in the three blocks
the program; t"61erefore, only
values need be read into the
4oom overpreisure optimization pro-
NAMELIST data blocks described
content is described in this section.
is nominally established within
data which differs from the nominal
program.
NAIMELIST Data Block "SELECT"
This data block is defined and read by the MAIN program.
Data block SELECT contains one input, IPGXM. The function of
this input i s selection of the problem type to be solved. Input
must satisfy
1 < IPGM < 5
Specific options are
IPGM=I, Select single-arc volume constrained solution
=2, Select two-arc base constrained solution
=3, Select three-arc base constrained solution
=4 0 Select single-arc base constrained solution
M5, Select arbitrary radius distribution
The main distinction between these cases lies in the manner
in which body gross physical characteristics are transformed
into an appropriate body radius distribution, Ri , where Ri is
the body ! radius at point x = Xi. It should be noted that pro-
gram options can readily be extended to additional problem
options by incorporating new radius distribution definitionsin the MAIN program.	 1
NAMELIST Data Block "SHOCKS"
This data block is defined and read in the MAIN program.
it contains all input data for the computation of the F function
and pressure signature of the five problems classes embodied in
the program. Input data is described in Table I.
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'Nominal Shape, a 0 	 Optlmal Body
AESOP
Ay Shape	 f(ai) F j	 Pressure SignatureFunctions
Compute "r, " Function (LIGHT)
Compute Shock Location (MIDDLE)
Figure A4.—Schematic of Optimization Procedure
I
NOINIkINAL
VALUES
100.
0.
0.0
MNEMONIC
ALT
BUGOFF
CMODE
0.1
8.0
1.414
100.
2.0
0.
10
DLLX
EL
LM
EN
EXPORD
IFIN
IPANYW
IPDBUG
IPLINT
IPLSHK
JJDBUG
0.
0.
0.
0.
MAXPT
MINPT
MODEL
	
0.	 =I, Uses MODEL I of NASA TN D-3106
as nominal.
TABLE I.--DATA BL'OCX "SHOCKS"
i DESCRIPTION
Non• ' i.mensional body height above
ground, h/ (EL) .
Turns debug print off at iteration
13ULOT'T^`
=0.0, perform normal optimization
caln.ulation
=1.0, Tread in auxiliary data block,
YFUNCT, and compute one sig-
nature directly from the Y
function.
Spacing of body stations, Xi.
Body-reference length
Free stream Mach number
Number of body stations, Xi, i=1,
2,. . ., EN
The signature moment order.
Program, terminates when IFIN=1.
A detailed running print is obtained
every (IPANYW) th iteration.
=1, Provides detailed program debug
information.
=1, Plots the integral arc curves
on printer.
=1, Plots the F function on printer.
The iteration at which a debug
print will commence.
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	 1	 NOMINAL
	 DESCRIPTION
VALUES
NO:V-LSM 0.
 =1, Plot signature in n+'an-dimen-
i sional Form.
NP'T'S 1	 20
l
Numaer of points on each enriched
integral arc.
PLIMIT 0.0 Signature moment is computed for
regions where Ap/p > PLIMIT.
POWRNI 1.0 First body arc exponent.
POWRN2 1.0 Second body arc exponent.
POWRN3 1.0 Third body arc exponent.
RN,AX .25 Maximum body radius.
R1 .00333 Body radius at first corner.
R2 .16667 Body radius at second corner.
R3 ..25 Body radius at third corner.
SLrCHX 0.0 -1.0, Perform body slope limit
test from front to rear and
rear to front.
0.0, Omit body slope check.
1.0, Perform body slope check.
SLPLIM	 101 1.0 Body slope limit, 	 Cdr/dx(.
VFACTR 1.0 Non-dimensional body volume.
X1 1.3333 Location of first body corner.
X2 2.6667 Location of second body corner.J
X3 4.0 Location of third body corner.
XX 0.5 Non-dimensional locution of second
body corner; three arc bodies only.
.1
NAMELIST Data Block "IALSOP"
c
	
	
This data block is react; and defined in -the optimization
subprogram by subroutine BAESOP. All nominal data values are
established by the optimization subroutine BDATA7. Data
block IAESOP primarily defines which combination of the nine
optimization search algorithms of the optimization subprogram
are to be employed, how they are to be employed, and how many
times the optimization cycle is to be repeated.
The nine search algorithms available are described in
reference 5 or reference 1; these are listed below.
1. Sectioning
2. Pattern
3. Magnification
4. Steepest-Descent
5. Adaptive Creeping
6. Quadratic
7. Davidon
8. Random Point
9. Random Ray
C
A complete list of optimization data is presented in
Tables II and III. Table II contains the basic optimization
control data. Table III contains the specialized print control
data. It should be emphasized that all items in Tables II
and III are read , by the single NAMELIST input block IAESOP.
AESOP Print Control
AESOP has a flexible print output capability. Varying
levels of printout are available at user option as follows:
Summary of function and control parameter values
at the beginning and end of the optimization
process;
Summary of function and control parameters values
at the end of each cycle;
Summary of function and control parameter values
at the end of each evaluation,
Detailed printout of individual search parameters.
The convention adapted for print indicator is a six-letter
mnemonic as described below.
NOTE: In all cases print is given when the indicator is non-
zero and omitted when it is zero.
c
.4F,
8.9
tc
EXA::PLES : 1) IPACRP=i , Print con ^.rol vector following
creeping search
2) IPDPEN=l, Supply de-Lailed print output
from subroutine PENALTY
IP
	
X	 XXX	 Subroutine Reference
(	 CRP - CREEPR .
CYC = MAINOP (End of Cycle)
DVD - DAVIDN
MAG - MAGIFY
SPAT - PATERN
PEN - PENLTY
QUA - QUADRA
RPT - RPOINT
RRS - RANRAY
SEC - SECTON
STD - STDESC
Type of Print
A - Control Vector - ALPHA
D - Detailed Print
F - Function Array - FUNCTN
Means PRINT INDICATOR
An alphabetical list of print control indicators follows in Table III;
relevant search is identified for each input in the same way
described earlier for the optimization data.
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INDWMA	 :X
i
,r
I RANDM i X
.1
TAaLE II.—BASIC OiITIMIZATION DATA
r
MNEVONIC l 2
SEARCH
3g4	 5	 6'7
	 8 9!
NO1,7A AL
VALUuS DESCRIPTION
ALFSIN. X 100*1. Determines first pertur-
bation directions in
creeping search.
ALPHA X X X=X X X X X X• 100*1. 'Nominal values of control1
parameters.
ALPHI,X X XX X XrX X
x
h' 100*1 Upper control parameter	 	 	
1 # search limits.
ALPLO, YX X X X X X;X X X! 100*1. Lower control parameter
search limits.
CREPMN i X 100*
z
.0000001 Minimum perturbations to
be employed in creeping
search.
X	 100*.001	 Starting perturbations
for creeping search.
X X X	 .001	 Initial termination tol-
1	 erance on Golden Section.
X X X	 .00001 Final termination toler-
ance on Golden Section
X X X  X X1 20*1.	 Final desired constraint
tolerances.
1	 Steepest-descent weighting
matrix indicator.
0 - Unit matrix
1 - Empirical matrix
2 - Alternates between
unit and empirical
matrix
DCREEPi
s
FACTHI	 X
FACTLO !X
FTOLi*
	
X X X
"F'	 i
* Used only in ;constraint logic
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X	 0	 Selects the order in
which the control vari-
ables are perturbed and
sectioning searches.
0 - Uniformly random
1 - Natural order
2 - Reverse natural order
9
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C
ec
A R (", I - i	 N1 Old I N A L
MNEMONIC
  . 	 i 2 a 4 5 6 7 8	 VALUES DESCRIPTION
11REPET X X X X X X^x X X ,
	10 Number of optimization
cycles to be completed.
ISECOF 1000 Cycle number at which
sectioning search is
terminated.
ISIDE X	 iX	 X! X	 0 Selects extreme of the
search interval to be
used when performance is
constant on search ray.
0 - Lower limit
1 - Upper limit
IWARP X X XIX X X X X Xi
	 0 Controls multiple extre-
mal option.
0 - Performance response
surface unaltered
1 - Performance response
surface is warped
LIZ11T X 2 Number of sectioning
searches.
MAXCRP X 5 Number of complete
creeping searches'to
be performed when search
is called.
MAXDVD X	 10 The number of Davidon
searches carried out when
tnis method is selected.
YLAXJJJ X X X X X X X X X
	 200 The maximum number of
performance evaluations.
11,AXMAG X 99 Maximum number of magni-
fication searches in an
optimization calculation.
MAXRP ,T X	 10 Number of random point
evaluations.
MAXRRS X	 100 Number of random rays
to be employed.
W I
SAE	 atoll
CE NA1 0N. C
	 3 4	 5 6!
METTIOP i	 ! X X X' X X X I X
8
X X'
NOi 1'1' LL
VALuLS
1 1 2 1 3 1 4,5
DESCRIPTION
The sequence of searches
to be employed.
t
a 1 - Sectioning
' '2 - Pattern
3 - Magnify
4 - Steepest-Descent
k 5 - Creeping
6 - Quadratic
7 - Davidon
8 - Random Point
9 - Random Ray
NALPHA X X X X X X
 X X 3 Number of control par-
ameters to be employed.
NFUNC X X X X X X^X X X 1 Number of functions to
be considered.
NMAXLO X X X X 10 Initial maximum number
of evaluations in Golden
t
a
Section.
NMAXUP X X	 IX X X 20 Final maximum number of
evaluations in Golden
Section and to limit the
number of evaluations in
pattern.
NPHIAC X X X X X X.X X X 1 Function number of the
performance criteria.ov
NPST i * }X X X X X X X X X3 0 The number of constraints.
NUMSTD X 2 Number if steepest-
descent searches.
PHIEPS X X X X 0.0 Performance values within
PHIEPS of the minimum
value yet attained are
treated as being equal
in Golden Section,
PSIWTi* X X X X X X X X X 20*. Initial constraint error
.0001 weights.
*	 Used only in constraint logic
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0Li V2%,N"T
SEARMI	 1\7 0	 N0-Li."AL
M*,\BXON. I C	 1 2 3^ 4	 5 6 7 8	 9 1	 VALUES DESCRIPTION
QFA("TR X 1.0 Quadratic perturbation
factor.
QPERT. X ^	 20*.005 Initial control param-
eter perturbations for
qua:'ratic and Davidon
searches.
RANGEN X X"	 l.0 Random number generator
trigger (1.0 means uni-
form distribution),
(-1.0 means normal dis-
tribution).
X1	 .01RTJ,FHI Maximum nondimensional
random ray perturbation
size on any component.
Value of 1.0 gives maxi-
mum perturbation equal
to search range.
RUFLO X	 .00001 Minimum nondimensional
random ray perturbation
size on any component.
SIBAR i X X X X X X X X X	 20*0.0 Desired constraint values.
TOLFAC X X X X X XiX X X	 20*0.5 Constraint tolerance
reduction factor.
TTOL-* X X X X X X X X X,
	 20*100. initial constraint tol-
erances.
WITER i X X X X X X X X X	 100*1.0 Starting values for
iterative component of
steepest-descent weighting
matrix.
WTDOWN X X X X X X X X X	 20*0.5 Constraint weight de-
crease factor.
WTUP i X X X X X X X X X	 20*2.0 Constraint weight increasefactor.
XTENHI X X	 X X	 100*0.0 Used to extend upper
search limit in Golden
Section if performance
is constant in feasible
origin.
* Used only in constraint logic
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.	 I
Used to extend lower
search limit in Golden
Section if performance
.is constant in feasible
region.
The warping origin in
the control parameter
space for multiple extre-
mal feature.
The exponent of the
warping transformation.
NOMIINAL
IVIN."I SONIC 1	 2	 3	 5	 6.7 VALULS
XTENLOi !X	 X	 X J X 100*0.0
WARPAL 1X X X X X X  X X! 100*0.0
IL IWARPN t.x X X X X XX X X 2.0
0
DESCRIPTION
'Oft
IL,
1,	 I
11
Used only in constraint logic
IPASTD	 I	 IX
IPDCRP
IPDDVD
0,
x x x i1x x X! 0
X 0
X 0
IPAMAG	 X'
IPAPAT	 x
IPAPEN*	 x x X,
IPAQUA
IPARPT
IPARRS
ol
IPASEC	 x
X 0
0
0
x 0
X I	 1 0
596
TABLE III. ---CPTIX,ZATION 11 RINT CONTROL DATA
11
C'
N 0,'•I I IKA L
3 4 5 6 1 7 8	 VALUES DESCRIPTION
IPACRP x	 0 Creeping control param-
eter print indicator.
IPACYC Cycle control parameterx x XIX x xfx x x	 0
print indicator.
IPADVD X	 0 Davidon control param-
eter, print indicator.
Magnification control
parameter print indi-
cator.
Pattern cunt ,-.,ol param-
eter print indicator.
Constraint penalty
control parameter print
indicator.
Quadratic control param.-
eto7or print indicator.
Random point control
parameter print indi-
cator.
Random ray control
parameter print indi-
cator.
Sectioning control
parameter print indi-
cator.
Steepest-descent control
parameter print indi-
cator.
Detailed creeping print
indicator.
Detailed Davidon print
indicator.
IPDRRS
IPDSEC
IPDSTD
IPFCRP
IPFCYC
IPFDVD
i
IPFMAG
IPFPAT
IPFQUA
IPFRPT
x 0
1 0
p
0
X x x 0
x	 0
0
0
0
x
	
0
x
x
x
x x x x x x
x
x
S
q
f	 x
{ 5 ...: tC lti O.'.INAL
nYA.^
R:^ .:. 7
	 IC	 ,^
+eM^*^mwwrnr` . e^'Y«pM wnMNw +^^,
2	 3 : 4-	 5	 6 ; 7
-r,
VALU' S
 t
DESCRIPTION
IPD:uAG X 0 Detailed magni'ication
print indic:at,)r.
k ^
I PD:^^1T
	
s
^	 ^ ..•^ ' ^	 0 ', Deta i led pattern print
indicator.
IPFQUA X 0 Detailed quadratic
print indicator.
5
IPDRIV x	 X 0 Detailed derivatives
print indicator.
^ t ,
IPDRPT
	 ; X 0 Detailed random point
print indicator.
F r^,
Detailed random ray
print indicator.
Detailed sectioning
print indicator.
Detailed steepest-descent
print indicator.
Creeping function print
indicator.
Optimal function print
indicator at the end of
each cycle.
Davidon function print
indicator.
Magnification function
print indicator.
Pattern function print
indicator.
Quadratic function print
indicator.
Random point function
print indicator.
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S a;,^'^.z^C ii
;." 3r 1t : IC 1 2	 3, 4 	 5 G'17	 8 J VALUES DESCRIPTION
^PFRRS $ X, 0 Random ray function
print indicator.
xP FF.0	 X 0 • Sectioning function
d t print indicator.
e
IPFSTD	 j IX 0 Steepest-descent
j 	
P
z function print
indicator.
IPGAIN	 X X X X X X X X X' 1 Print every iteration
which will improve the
a
A performance.
IRLIST X X X X X X , X X X 0 Namelist output control
0, omit print
—Inf, wMp
1, paint namelist data
.
fC.
k
h
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AESOP Data Listings
Program AESOP data can be conveniently grouped according
to search and function. The user employing a particular
search can indopcndcntly specify the characteristics of that
searc: l  and xay not be concerned wi%.-.h input relevant to the other
searches. Hunce, a data grouping by search'and by function is
presented below for user convenience. It should be noted that
certain inputs are common to more t..an one search; where this
occurs, the input is repetitively (.tfined in each search.
Search Selee Lion and Control.—
NUMOPT - The number of optimization techniques to be employed.
Each individual search request in a sequence of
requests adds to this input (e.g., the search pat-
tern 4,2,4,2 requires NUMOPT = 4). Maximum number
of searches employed must satisfy NUMOPT 4 20.
METHOpi - The search sequence by numeric identification. For
example, the input METHOP(l) = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
signifies the following search sequence:
1 - sectioning
2 - Pattern
	
J,
3 - Magnification
4 - Steepest-Descent
5 Adaptive Creeping
6 - Quadratic
7 - Davidon (Fletcher-Powell)
8 - Random Point (Monte-Carlo)
9 - Random Ray (random evolution)
The complete search sequence will be referred to as
an,.optimization cycle.
MAXJJJ - The maximum number of system evaluations. A direct
iteration number limit.
IREPET - The maximum number of times the search sequence (op-
timizaton cycle) defined in METHOPi will be utilized
Parameter Selection . --
NALPHA	 The number of parameters available for optimization.
No more than one hundred parameters may be employed.
se
ALPLOi - Lower bounds on each, parameter search range
ALPHI i - Upper bounds on each parameter search range
ALPHAi - The nominal parameter values. 	 Note that ALPLO
ALPIiA^ ^ ALPH:Z, must be satisfied.	 If a partii
cular lparamete', say ALPHAj, is to be fixed in
value in a particular computation, then set
ALPLOj = A1,PHAj = ALPHIj.	 This effectively re-
duces the parameter space dimension by one for
each such parameter.
Multiple Extremal Option.—
IWARP	 - Controls multiple extremal option
IWARP = 1, automatically warp the response surface
IWARP = 0, leaves the response surface unmodified
WARP,ALi - The point at which the warping transformation is
centered, i.e., the location of a known extremal
point.
WARPN	 - The degree of the warping transformation. The
greater WARPN, the greater the response surface
distortion.
Optimization. Function Selection.—
FUNCTNi
 - AN INTERNAL ARRAY CONTAINING ALL COMPUTED OPTIMI-
ZATION FUNCTIONS
NFUNC	 - The total number of functions (FUNCTNi) being
computed in the system model ( sonic boom model)
NOTE: NFUNC •6 100.
NPHIAC - The function to be minimized. AESOP always :searches
for a minimum;to maximize FUNCTNm define FUNCTNn =
-FUNCTNm and minimize FUNCTNn.
NUMPSI - The total number of functions being constrained.
,'NOTE: NUMPSI < 20.
NPSIi
	- The functions to be consl.-.rained, e.g., NPSI(1)
3 1 5 1 1, 7 indicates that FUNCTN3, FUNCTN51
FUNCTNi, and FUNCTN7 are to be constrained.
SIBARi	The desired values of the constraint functions
defined by NPSIi
s
100
FTOLi 	- The acceptable to prances on the constraint
Is function val ras, SIBAR
TTOL i
	- Initial acceptable tolerances on the constraint
function values, (should be approximately 100
times greater than the corresponding FTOLi).
PSIWTi
	- Initial constraint error weighting factors in the
augmented performance function, ^*, where
+ ^W (V^ i -Wi ) 2	 (23)
i
^:rere
Wi = PsiWli
WTUPi
	- Incremental multiplicative constants used to
increase the Wi on constraints which prove diffi-
cult to sati,fy. The nominal values of WTUPi =
2.0 should ba acceptable; hence, this input can
normally be omitted.
WTDOWNi
 - Decremental multiplicative constants used to
decrease the Wi when a constraint is easily
satisfied. The nominal values of WTDOWNi = 0.5
should be acceptable; hence, this input can
normally be omitted.
K
Sectioning Search Data (METH01— = 1).—
LIMIT	 - The number of times each parameter will be sec-
tioned during a single sectioning search
NMAXLO
	 Maximum number of point evaluations employed in
a single parameter's sectioning at search com-
mencement (first optimization cycle). In
successive cycles, the-maximum number of points
employed is increased by one.
NMAXUP	 An upper bound on the maximum number of point
evaluations employed in sectioning a particular
parameter.
ISIDE	 - Indicator specifying selection of left or right
boundary for a parameter that does not appear to
affect the system performance
ISIDE = 0, Select lower limits
ISIDE = 1, Select upper limits
Q
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XTENHI. - Extension of hiahcr search limits (ALP111i) for a
1	 parameter that doccs not appear to affect perfor-
mance
XTENLOi - Extension of lowaZ search limits for a parameter
that does not appear to affect performance
IRANDM - Controls the order in which the ,parameters are
sectioned
ILA.NDM = 0, Random order selected
IRANDM = 1, Natural order selected
IRANDM = 2, Reverse natural order selected
FACTHI
	
- Section termination criteria. If three successive
performance function values are within FACTHI
of each other during sectioning of a given param-
eter on the first optimization cycle, the section
search of that parameter will cease. The termina-
tion criteria is internally reduced with each
optimization cycle.
FACTLO - The lower limit on the termination criteria in
any optimization cycle.
ITRADE - Optimization/trade study indicator
ITRADE = 0 1 Carry out a normal optimization search
ITRADE = 1, Determine performance function sensi-
tivity to each parameter by sectioning
each parameter in turn about a given
fixed point in parameter space.
IPFSEC, - Print indicators (See Tabla III, Page 97) for section
IPDSEC,	 search
IPFSEC
Pattern'Search Data (METHOP; = 2).-
IPAPAT, - Pattern Search print indicators (See Table III,
IPDPAT,	 Page 97).
IPFPAT
Magnification Search Data (METHOP; = 3).—
MAXNIAG
	 Maximum number of point evaluations performed
during asingle magnification search
DELMAG - The magnification perturbation size, nominally
set to 1% of distance to origin. Not no-mally
modified from nominal value
1.191,
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IP201AGI - Mlagnification search print indicators, (See Table
IPD::AG,	 III, Page 97)
IPFMAG
Steepest-Descent Search Data (METHOPi - 4).--
NUMSTD - Number of gradient evaluations and one-dimensional
searches perfor:yied each time that a steepest-descent
search is requested during the optimization cycle.
INDWMA - Steepest-descent weighting matrix indicator
INDWMA = 0., Unit matrix
INDWMA = 1., Empirical matrix
INDWMA = 2., Alternate on each cycle between
unit and empirical matrices
WITERi - Learning factors for steepest-descent weighting
matrix
NMAXLO - Maximum number of point evaluations employed in
the steepest-descent one-dimensional ray search at
search commencement (first optimization cycle).
In successive: cycles, the maximum number of point
evaluations permitted is increased by one.
NMAXUP - Upper bound on the number of point evaluations
along a steepest-descent one-dimensional ray in
any optimization cycle.
FACTHI - One-dimensional steepest-descent ray search
termination criteria during first cycle. The
termination criteria is reduced in each successive
optimization cycle.
FACTLO - Lower limit on one-dimensional steepest-descent
r4y search termination criteria, in any optimi-
zation cycle.
IPFSTD, —Steepest-descent
 
search print control indicators,
IPDSTD,	 (see Table III, Pate 97).
IPFSTD
Adaptive Creeping Search Data (METHOP; - 5).--
MAXCRP - Number of creeping search perturbations introduced
into each parameter by a single adaptive creeping
search in the optimization cycle.
r
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IRAINDA - Cont-ro1a the o dcr in which parameters are perturbed
YIRA %ND,'X = 0	 n d 0 ^',l o rder
IRANDMI = I	 'N'"',;ural order
iC 	 IRANDM = 2 RevorL;o natural order
DCREEP	 The initial perturbations to each parameter
CREPMN
- 
M i nimum&. perturbations for each parameteri
CREP A%!X i - Maxi-mum perturbations for each parameter
ALF S IN
- 
Direction of perturbation for each parameteri (ALFSINj =	 i1.0)
."n TkCRP j... i
- Adaptive creeping search print indicators	 (see
IPDCRP, Table 111, Page 97).
IPFCRP
Quadratic Search Data (IMETHOPi = 6).—1
QPERT	 Parameter perturbation magnitudes employed in
computation of numerical partial derivative
matrices	 320	
and 3^aaiaaj	 aui
QFACTR - Scaling factor on the QPERT i
NMAXLO - Maximum number of point evaluations employed in
the quadratic one-dimensional ray search at search
commencement (first optimization cycle). In suc-
cessive optimization cycles, the number of point
evaluations permitted increases by one.
NIMAXUP	 - Upper bound on the number of point evaluations
along a quadratic one-dimensional ray search, in
any cycle.
FACTHI	 - One-dimensional quadratic ray search termination
criteria during first cycle:. The termination
criteria is decreased in each successive optimi-
zation cycle.
FACTLO
	 -:Lower limit on one-dimensional quadratic ray
search termination criteria, in any optimization
cycle.
IPAQUA.. ­Quadratic search print indicators (see Table 111,
IPDQUA j	 Page 97).
IPFQUA
0
. A
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-,	 7)Davidon Soa r c.'a Data  (
i%IAXDVD - Number of Davidon	 gradient
evaluations and one-din,::nsional searches performed
each time that a Davidon search is requested in
the optimizatio.-I cycle
QPERT	 Parameter perturba •',-.ion magnitudes employed in com-
putation of 1-jumarical partial derivatives,
aaj
NMAXLO - Maxi Mm number of point evaluations employed in
the Davidon one-dimensional ray searc.h. at search
commencement (first optimization cycle). In
successive optimization cycles, the number of
point evaluations permitted is increased by one.
NAMAXUP - Upper bound on the number of point evaluations
along a Davidon search one-dimensional ray in
any cycle
FACTHI - One-dimensional Davidon ray search termination
criteria dur.4,.ng first optimization cycle. The
termination criteria is decreased in each succes-
sive optimization cycle.
FACTLO - Lower limit on one-dimensional Davidon ray search
termination criteria, in any optimization cycle
IPADVD I
	Davidon print control indicators, (see Page 97,
IPDDVD	 Table 111).
IPFDVD
Random Point Search (YE-,T.T-1.OP	 8)
MAXR2T
	 The maximum, number of random points to be employed
in the first request for a random point search
within the optimization cycle. In successive
requests, MAXRPT is set to zero l and no evaluations
result.
IPARPTI	 Random point search print control indicators (see
IPDRPT f
	Table 111, Page 97).
IPFRPT
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0K
Rando, t rmy E	 2:c1-i (.%*"r­1:'.10P
MAX R Rs	 r.ilAho maximu:,,,&, nu.t11.Dc4r of- random rays, one or two-
side"", invu;t-igu 4Zod each time the optimization
cycle requests a r,:..ndom ray search.
RUF1I	 Tho	 non-dimension perturbation
muasu_­o Zor cacli	 This is reduced each
time random ray search consistently fails to
improve performance.
RUFLO	 M4knA-Lmum-maximum non-dimensional perturbation
measure for each parameter.'
IPARRS, - Random ray search print control indicators (see
PIDRRS,	 Table 111, Page 97).
IPFRRS
Subroutine Function
A brief description of each subroutine follows. Subroutines
are discussed in the approximate order encountered within the
program, Figure A.Z.
MAIN	 - The main program for the combined AESOP/SHOCK
program. Controls all shock computation options.
BDATA7	 - Block data routine; sets nominal values in the
AESOP data base.
CARLSN - Sets up geometry for a set of test cases defined
in NASA TN D-3106, at user's option.
AESOP	 - The control program for all optimization calculations.
LIGHT	 - Computes F-function by Lighthill method.
SETGRD - Sets the grid size for plots produced on the computer
print output.
PAPERP -,.Plots output on the printer
MIDDLE	 Computes pressures from F function and calls the
shock calculations
SHKCNT - Control program for shock calculations
SBABND
	 Determines number of sub-arcs in F functicn
ODDSHK - Enriches the F function curve by definition of
"NPTS" Equi-spaced points in each arc
106
IN"TDP	 - In togratoz the cnric 4ed 2 fu ction
TNTCRV - '^c s f o_ ward and -uo rwca rd reaching boundary arcs
un " prints thy: enr ichod arc data on request
( I PD BUG - 1)
INTSEC - Control program for computation of integral-arcintt rscctio"j
INITP T - Colmbbputes u )por--arc at y = 0
FINDSP - Fronds the tabulated integral arc point to the
left of a given point:
TLOOK2 - Interpolates in a tabulated integral-arc to deter-
mine arc value at a specified point
SAVS1G - Saves points lying on the F function integral
FRNTSH - Controls computation of the signature forward of
the point y = 0
LEFTSH - Determines the point immediately to the left of a
specified point for all integral arcs during
computation of signature to left of y n 0
UPRARC - Controls computation of upper integral arc at a
specified point
QDICNT - Controls quadratic intersection calculation
FNDPTS - Finds the three points to be employed in the local
quadratic representation of each integral arc
QDCURV - Fits a local quadratic representation to each
integral arc
QDINTS - Determines the two intersections of two quadratic
arcs
RITERT - Determines the desired intersection from the two
,quadratic intersection points
PCROSS - Computes the pressure on the i th a::w at a given
point using linear interpolation
SAVPR - Saves points along the pressure signature
A
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SURREV - t-hc lie on the signature
..-OrwarQ 0 -	 V	 =	 0.	 ( 1.11 1,110 points are initially
ic cor,,,putod from jr = 0 i;-, a	 ZorwarC, direction) -
RBARS11 - Contr_-ol p rogram for computation of s
i
gnature for
y	 >	 0•
SliXO '%JTT - P.—i. ,nts and plot:; th y: fine  pressure signature
ARRMOM -	 Cozi,. Tpul:as the signa lk.-ure. moment
VOLCOIN - Computes the body volume
EXIT - System EXIT routine
is
'ESOP Function List for Shock Program
FUNCT11(l)-Initial signature overpressure
FUiNCTN(2)-Signature Nth moment
FUNCTN(3)-Total body volume
FUNCTN(4)-Maximum signature overpressure
FUNCTN (5) -Drag I D/q
FUNCTN (6) -Last radius, R (NR)
FU,N'C'.L"N1 ( 7) -Maximum radius, R(NR)
FUNICTN(8)-Computer time used
FUNCTN(9)-Nose volume
OV
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